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Opportunities of the Community
In all cases, Wisdom Counsel engagements rely on the fundamental principle that the client brings with
them a profound wisdom indigenous to their unique self, situation, and concerns.
This is held as equally true when working with teams and other groups, formal and otherwise. These
collectives contain the seeds of their own greatest possibilities – Wisdom Counsel nurtures these seeds
to bloom and blossom. This is an exceptional process for both building team coherence, as well as
collaborations to create, problem solve, vision, succeed and excel.
Drawing on the principles of innate intelligence and the value of multiple perspectives, a Wisdom
Engagement with your team or group facilitates the emergence of the unique collective insight. This
process allows the group to see with clarity both their specific commitment, opportunity, and importantly,
what may be required from outside the group to empower successful outcomes.
When engaged in this way, each member of the collective is better able to see their own unique value in
the collaboration as well as seeing more clearly their own unique growth opportunities. This results in
higher levels of authentic ownership and engaged responsibility taking by constituent members, and
thusly greater possibilities for what can be produced, learned, and aspired to.
What is the process?
When it comes to working with collectives, the process is defined by the unique specific need and
circumstance. Our initial concern is to build a clear understanding of intention; this is sometimes a simple
matter coming from an authority figure, however, often the clarification of intention is a group process
that can be brought about either through individual interviews, collective engagement, or a combination
of these.
Our service consulting engagement begins either with the manager, team lead, or point person for the
group. From there we may choose to define process, but we may also decide to begin with a group
interview as a starting point.
For longer-term engagements, or specifically for building team coherence, it can be useful to begin with
individual STAGES Assessments and, in most cases, formal Debriefing sessions with individuals to
further unpack those Reports.
Having established a foundation of clear and coherent intention, the process opens up quickly to a
dialogic creativity that can move easily between reflective inquiry and decisive action.
By its nature, a Wisdom Counsel engagement will likely have flashes of inspiration and insight, however
as we are drawing on innate wisdom and intelligence as the process unfolds the experience can become
much more that of "having known all along," it is this quality that instills the deep sense of ownership and
responsibility that we so value.
As your facilitator, it will be my role to guide you on a path of insight with integrity, an eye to the ethics
of our journey together, and to safeguard your sense of safety and confidence throughout the process.
Feel free to schedule with us for an initial conversation at your leisure:
http://www.wisdomcounsel.life/InfoCall
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Basic Services and Fees
Our fee structure for group engagements varies depending on the nature and duration of the
concern, reach out to discuss your specific interests and goals.
Within that, some of our basic fee structures may apply:
Hourly rates – $600
Day rate – $3000 (six hour maximum)
Days extending past six hours are billed at special hourly fees – $700 an hour.
Travel costs – $200 per hour in transit + expenses. (First hour of transit per appointment is free.)

Related Services
Wisdom Dialogues are also usefully applied to individual development, as well as contexts of
dispute resolution. See website at www.WisdomCounsel.life or accompanying materials for
details.
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